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Chapter 1825-1857 

Chapter 1825 
“You were the one who insisted on taking the Basic Pure Energy Pill! Don’t you regret 
doing that now?” Leon rolled his eyes at Ruth. 
The Basic Pure Energy Pill Ruth took was stolen from him when he was too weak to 
move, and he still held a grudge. 
“What’s the point in talking about that now?” An idea formed in her head and she 
grabbed Leon by the arm. “Leon, you have so many tricks up your sleeves. Think of 
something and get me to the Overlord State! Please!” 
“You just can’t take two Pure Energy Pills within a short period and it can’t be helped,” 
Leon said. 
“No way! You know something that can help me! Just help me out, alright?” She 
rocked his arm back and forth and pleaded sweetly. 
Leon gasped when he sensed something soft pressed against his arm. 
“Why aren’t you saying anything?” Noticing the odd look on Loen’s face, Ruth soon 
realized that she was practically clinging onto Leon and 
blushed. Instead of letting him go, she pressed her body closer to him and smirked. 
‘Well? Aren’t they big?” 
“Yeah,” Leon nodded subconsciously. 
It was not until Iris and the other two shot him looks that he snapped out of it and 
pulled his arm away as though he was electrocuted. “Wh- What are you talking 
about?” 
“What do you mean? I know that they’re big!” Ruth puffed her chest proudly. 
“Why you,” Leon’s expression darkened as he was rendered speechless. 
Ruth was a petite woman with an innocent face, but he had to admit that she had a 
wonderful figure. 
“Alright, you had your fun. Think of something to get me to the Overlord State, or I’m 
going to sleep in your room!” Ruth decided to threaten him to prevent him from 
brushing her off. 
“What?!” 
Leon, Iris, and the others gaped. 
“Have you gone mad, Ruth? How can a woman say such inappropriate words? Don’t 
you have any shame?” Leon questioned righteously. 
His heart sank as he knew that Iris would kill him if Ruth spent the night in his room. 
“Shame? Why should I be ashamed?” Ruth was stunned for a moment.” Leon, what 
were you thinking about? I’m saying that I’m going to sleep in your room with Iris and 
you’ll sleep in mine from now on!” She blushed a shade of crimson and pinched Leon 
on the waist. 
“I see! You scared me!” Leon gritted his teeth in pain, but was relieved when he 
realized he misunderstood her. 



Chapter 1826 
“Leon, you have such a dirty mind! Tell the truth! Have you been plotting to pursue me 
or something?” Ruth questioned. 
“As if I’m going to be interested in a little girl like you,” Loen rolled his eyes and 
swallowed his following words when he recalled how curvy Ruth was. 
“Forget it! I’m not in the mood for bickering! Just think of a way to get me to the 
Overlord State! If you refuse to help me, I’m going to sleep with Iris every single day 
and you’re going to be all alone by yourself in my room!” Ruth threatened smugly. 
“Why you! Fine! I’ll help!” Leon agreed reluctantly. 
Naturally, he never intended on turning Ruth down, to begin with, and was simply 
used to bickering with her. 
Apart from Ruth, Iris, Snow, Cynthia, and Leon himself took the Basic Pure Energy 
Pills. 
By the time they all reached the Semi-Overlord State, they would all face the same 
issue as Ruth as they could not take the Advanced Pure Energy, so he would 
eventually have to think of a solution. 
He closed his eyes and searched through all the knowledge he inherited from his 
ancestors to search for a solution. 
Sometime later, he finally found something. 
“I got it! I found a way!” He opened his eyes and beamed. 
“What is it? Tell us!” Ruth urged. 
“The Angel’s Fruit has the property of cleansing and restructuring one’s internal 
circulation, so it can be used to produce a unique pill called the Cleansing Pill. Once I 
produce it, one pill will solve your problem,” Leon explained. 
After curing the damage to Albert’s Energy Sea Point with the Angel’s Fruit, he had 
two-thirds of the fruit left in his possession. 
Not only could it be used to produce the Five Spirits Pills that would get him to the 
Golden Core Phase, but it could also only be used to produce the Cleansing Pills. 
As its name suggested, the pill was mainly used to cleanse a martial artist’s body. 
Hence, not only could it counter the effect of the Pure Energy Pills they took before, it 
could rejuvenate one’s internal circulation, making it easier for them to train. 
Once Ruth took the Cleansing Pill and an Advanced Pure Energy Pill, she would be 
able to ascend to the Overlord State. 
On top of that, considering her talent in martial art, it would only be further enhanced 
once her internal circulation was cleansed by the pill. 
That was precisely the power of a spiritual herb and ordinary herbs could not compare 
to it. 
“Really? Great! When are you going to make it, then?” Ruth asked excitedly. 
“Tomorrow. I’ll produce a few Cleansing Pills for all of you tomorrow and you should all 
benefit from it!” Leon smiled. 
“Okay!” 
Iris and the others nodded, their eyes filled with anticipation after hearing the effect of 
the Cleansing Pills. 
“Let’s continue our training, then!” Leon said and led them into one of the rooms in the 
mansion. 



Chapter 1827 
In the bedroom, Leon took out a few premium Energy Nurturing Pills, and each one of 
them took one. 
He then took out the Spiritual Pearl and let it float in the air as it oozed powerful true 
and spiritual energy. 
Once everything was in place, they all sat on the ground and began to focus on their 
training. 
Meanwhile, Leon already reached the Intermediate Supreme State in martial art, while 
Cynthia and Snow were in the Advanced Supreme State; Iris was the weakest among 
them and was only in the Initial Supreme State. 
Though such levels of strength would be considered impressive in Springfield City, 
they were practically defenseless in the southern region. 
However, with the help of the Spiritual Pearl, they were growing stronger and quicker 
than ordinary martial artists. Since they were all hard-working, they made progress in 
the past few days and were all close to a breakthrough. 
As long as the four of them continued to work on their power, they would soon 
become accomplished martial artists. 
Sometime later, Leon completed his training and stopped. 
When he noticed that Iris and the others were still training, he took out the Cuff of 
Doom and began the offering ritual. 
The Cuff of Doom was an Almighty Weapon that contain power in the Intermediate 
Almighty State, but only three strikes could be stored at a time. 
After a few offerings, Leon accumulated a strike at the Intermediate Almighty State 
and started working on the second one. 
Since his power increased in the past days, the time required to accumulate the attack 
shortened. 
Even with the Spiritual Pearl’s enormous supply of spiritual energy, he needed a 
month to produce a single strike; after gaining more power, he only needed twenty 
days to accumulate a strike at the Intermediate Almighty State 
Once he reached the Golden Core Phase, the time required would be shortened 
further, which made the Cuff of Doom more useful in battle. 
The next morning, Leon contacted Damian and received a great number of herbs after 
breakfast. 
After Cynthion Group’s first sales drive, the Scammells started searching for one to 
two-hundred-year-old herbs. 
Since Leon destroyed the Libertons, all their resources fell in the Scammells’ hands, 
so they swiftly gathered all the herbs Leon needed. 
Leon kept quite a few herbs that grew for two to three-hundred years from the batch 
he received from the Shears, which should provide him with sufficient supply to 
produce enough pills for the second sales drive. 

Chapter 1828 
In the yard, once all preparation was completed, Leon walked toward his alchemy pot 
and was about to produce alchemical pills, when Iris and the others stood by to help. 
“Iris, the company needs you, so you should all go back to the office! Snow can stay 
to help!” Leon smiled. 



Since it was hardly a challenging task, he only need one assistant and all four of them 
did not need to remain by his side. 
“No way! I want to stay here and see how you produce the Cleansing Pills!’ Ruth 
shook her head. 
She was obsessed with martial art and desperately wanted to start training as soon as 
the Cleansing Pills were produced. 
“But, if you are all here, what’s going to happen with the companies?” Leon asked. 
“It’s fine! Both Elegante Group and Cynthion Group are up and running, so there’s not 
much for us to do there.” 
“We will go to the office tomorrow!” 
Cynthia and Iris smiled. 
Ever since they heard of the magical properties of the Cleansing Pills, they were 
curious and wanted to stay to watch as well. 
“Sure.” Loen nodded. 
He cut a small piece of Angel’s Fruit to prepare for the production of the Five Spirits 
Pill, which was meant to restructure his energy center and bring him to the Golden 
Core Phase. 
He planned on producing the pill after he reached the Peak Foundation Phase, but 
since he needed to use the Angel’s Fruit for the Cleansing Pills as well, he decided to 
produce the Five Spirits Pill as well. 
Leon swallowed a Dragon Pill and instantly felt his power rising to the Peak 
Foundation Phase. 
Both the Five Spirits Pill and Cleansing Pills were high-class alchemical pills and it 
would be difficult for Loen to produce them when he was merely in the Advanced 
Foundation Phase, which was the reason why he avoided producing the Five Spirits 
Pills. 
As a safety measure, he decided to take a Dragon Pill to ensure the quality of the 
pills. 
Once he was in the Peak Foundation Phase, he would be able to produce Supreme 
Pure Energy Pills that could effectively allow Semi-Emperors to ascend to the Initial 
Emperor State. Even for martial artists in the Emperor State, the pill would increase 
their chances of reaching a breakthrough. 
Hence, the Supreme Pure Energy Pills were to become one of the main highlights of 
Cynthion Group’s second sales drive. 
Leon lit a fire and controlled the Spiritual Pearl so that it floated above the alchemy 
pot. 
He already set up an Energy Convergence Circle on the mountain located behind the 
mansion so that all the spiritual energy in the mountain would gather in the mansion. 
As the Spiritual Pearl was activated, all the spiritual energy around the mansion 
gathered and flooded into Leon’s body in visible swirls of wind. 
The sight was spectacular. 

Chapter 1829 
“Cynthia, bring me a three-hundred-year-old herb!” Seeing that the time was right, 
Leon tossed a small piece of Angel’s Fruit into the pot and took the herb in Cynthia’s 
hand, before throwing it in as well. 



The Angel’s Fruit was a spiritual herb and its effect would be magnified in the 
combination of a three-hundred-year-old herb and a few other herbs. 
Leon then signaled Iris and the others to hand him a few other herbs and tossed them 
into the pot, before taking the spiritual energy from the Spiritual Pearl and sending it 
into the alchemy pot through his finger to combine the herbs. 
Sometime later, the pot shook when all ingredients were combined and a faint, 
pleasant scent oozed out of the pot.1 
“It’s done!” Leon’s eyes lit up and opened the lid to find one Five Spirits Pill inside. 
The pill was a combination of white and gold and was smooth on the surface, which a 
tremendous force of pure energy hidden in its core. 
“Leon, is this the Cleansing Pill? Why is there only one?” 
Iris, Ruth, and the others leaned closer and were all confused. 
After all the work Leon put in, they were shocked to find only one pill inside. 
“No. This is the Five Spirits Pill, not the Cleansing Pill,” Leon explained. 
“I see! Get on with it, then!” Ruth urged. 
“Yeah. I will produce the Cleansing Pills now, then.” Leon put the Five Spirits Pill away 
and cleaned the alchemy pot, before tossing the remaining Angel’s Fruit into it. 
“Cynthia, bring me a five-hundred-year-old herb and two two-hundred-year- old herbs 
along with some other ingredients,” Leon said and accepted the herbs the women 
presented to him, before throwing them into the pot in an orderly fashion. 
He then fired up his spiritual energy to merge the ingredients. 
Half an hour later, the pot shook slightly when all the ingredients were combined and a 
faint, herby fragrance filled the room. 
Leon withdrew his energy and opened the lid to find around twenty whitecolored pills 
inside. 
The Cleansing Pills were white like pearls and had a refreshing scent to them. 
“Alright, it’s done! You should all take one!” Leon handed Iris and the others a 
Cleansing Pill each. 
Since Ruth was already in the Semi-Overlord State, he handed her an Advanced Pure 
Energy Pill as well so that she could ascend to the Overlord State. 
Ruth could hardly wait and swallowed the Cleansing Pill, before sitting down in a quiet 
corner to begin her training. 

Chapter 1830 
“Leon, don’t you need to take the Cleansing Pill as well?’ Iris asked. 
“No. Before the effect of the Dragon Pill wears off, I want to take the opportunity to 
produce a few batches of Supreme Pure Energy Pills! I can take the Cleansing Pill 
another time,” Leon said. 
Not only could the Cleansing Pills cleanse their systems, but it would also be 
beneficial for Leon to take it as well, however, he was in a rush and did not have time 
to take the Cleansing Pill. 
‘Til help you with that, then! Cynthia, Snow, you two should go ahead and take the 
pills!” Iris said. 
“It’s fine, Iris. You and Snow should go ahead! I’m more familiar with herbs, so it’s best 
that I help Leon instead,” Cynthia said with a smile. 
“Oh, okay, then.” 



Iris knew that the Shears ran a business trading herbs and Cynthia was far more 
experienced in that aspect; on top of that, Cynthia helped Leon with the production 
many times before, so the two worked well together. 
Iris accepted Cynthia’s offer and took the Cleansing Pills with Snow, before taking 
their seats next to Ruth to train. 
With Cynthia’s help, Leon began to produce Supreme Pure Energy Pills. 
The production of Supreme Pure Energy Pills was far simpler than the production of 
the Cleansing Pills, and it only required a main herb that grew for five-hundred years 
and a few other ingredients. 
Since Leon was experienced in alchemy at this point, he finished the first batch swiftly, 
resulting in over forty Supreme Pure Energy Pills. 
Just then, Iris and Snow seemed to be making progress in their training as well. 
Iris, the least powerful of the four, had a breakthrough and ascended from the Initial 
Supreme State to the Intermediate Supreme State. 
The Cleansing Pills were produced with the Angel’s Fruit, so they were extremely 
powerful. 
With the pill’s help, Snow also ascended from the Advanced Supreme State to the 
Peak Supreme State. 
Ruth, on the other hand, kept her eyes closed as if nothing happened to her so far. 

Chapter 1831 
Boom! Boom! 
Right at that moment, Ruth, who was completely silent the whole time, finally reacted. 
Her body jolted, and the aura around her started to rise at an incredible speed. 
After that, with the help of the Advanced Pure Energy Bills and the Cleansing Pills, her 
strength was raised by two levels, going from the Semi Overlord State right to the 
intermediate Overlord State! 
“How amazing!” 
“Ruth is a genius among geniuses from Springfield City!” 
“Her potential is horrifying!’ 
Leon, Iris, and the others were shocked at the sight. Their jaws almost dropped to the 
ground. 
They never would have expected that Ruth would not only easily get to the Overlord 
State, but also broke through twice in a row! 
It was something never seen or heard before in the martial world. It was a complete 
miracle! 
It was obvious how shocked all of them were! 
Leon in particular shut himself off for over half a month and used various ways to 
frantically train himself. Yet, his true skills were only around the level of the advanced 
Overlord State! 
However, Ruth just casually trained for a bit, and her skills easily soared to the 
intermediate Overlord State. She was just a mere level away from him! 
Even he had to feel envious of such a monstrous and horrifying level of talent! 
“Alright, this is great! I’ve finally managed to make a breakthrough! Twice at the same 
time! The Cleansing Pills are just too amazing!” 
After Ruth finished, she could not resist letting out a loud cheer. 



During the past period, she was stuck in the Semi Overlord State for a while, and 
progress was slow. 
As someone so deeply into martial arts, she could not help but feel sad and 
disappointed! 
Yet, at that moment, she was finally at the Overlord State, and even at the 
intermediate Overlord State! 
It far exceeded her expectations! 
It was obvious how happy she was at that moment! 
Of course, she knew very well that the drastic speed of her improvement was all 
thanks to Leon! 
Right after that, she quickly ran over to where the rest here. 
“Ruth, congratulations!” 
Leon, Iris, and the others smiled at Ruth and congratulated her. 
Amongst the younger generation of the Southern Region, other than some of the 
direct descendants from the major families, most of the other heirs were just at the 
initial or intermediate Overlord State! 
Ruth was so young, and she was a woman at that. Yet, she managed to get to the 
intermediate Overlord State! 
She gained the ability to somewhat protect herself! 
Few of them were happy for her! 
“Leon, thank you!” Ruth said sincerely. 
The next moment, she suddenly stood on her tiptoes and planted a big kiss on Leon’s 
cheek. 
Feeling the warmth on his cheek, Leon felt like he was shocked by the electricity. He 
took a step back and was stunned. 
“Ruth, w-what are you doing?” Leon clutched his face and gaped. 
It was obvious that he never expected Ruth to kiss him so suddenly. She even did it in 
front of Iris and Cynthia. 
Was that not a death sentence for him?! 
Sure enough, before he could even finish the thought, Iris and Cynthia both shot a 
sharp gaze at him! 

Chapter 1833 
“That’s right! Leon, are you going to continue making Pure Energy Pills or Energy 
Nurturing Pills? We can all help you!* Iris asked quickly. 
“No, I’m about to go into my weakened state. I can’t make any more pills. I’ll go back 
to the room to rest. Let’s talk about making more pills tomorrow, ” Leon shook his 
head and said. 
After all that happened, he could already feel the spiritual energy and power in his 
body rapidly slipping away. Even his voice was starting to sound weaker. 
It meant that he needed to go back to the room and rest. 
Of course, thanks to the Spiritual Pearl, he only needed to rest for a day before he 
recovered from his weakened state. It was no longer that bad for him. 
“Okay, we’ll help you inside/ Iris and Cynthia quickly supported Leon. 
After that, they went back to their rooms. 
In the next few days, Leon started to refine Energy Nurturing Pills after he recovered. 



Energy Nurturing Pills were much easier to make than Pure Energy Pills, and 
Elegante and Cynthion Group both needed people to manage them. 
So, Iris, Cynthia, and Ruth were all working in the company, leaving Snow behind to 
help Leon. 
With Snow’s help, Leon quickly managed to make tens of thousands of Energy 
Nurturing Pills, getting ready for the second sales drive! 
Other than that, Leon and Cynthia and already taken the Cleansing Pills to train with 
during the nights. 
Their situation was the same as Iris and the others. They managed to use the 
Cleansing Pills’ miraculous effects to make a breakthrough. 
At that moment, Leon was already an advanced Supreme Master. However, he did 
not make any progress in the sage arts. 
Meanwhile, Cynthia managed to become a peak Supreme Master! 
On the other side, Elegante and Cynthion Group’s progress went very rapidly. 
They already completely broke into the Southern Region’s market, and took up an 
important part in the business world, becoming well-known brands! 
Furthermore, whether it was the Southern Boss or the Hiltons they seemed to have 
disappeared in the past few days and never showed their face. 
Everything seemed to be going very smoothly and peacefully! 
However, that was just the calm before the storm! 
Leon knew very well that the Southern Boss had his eyes on Cynthion Group, and the 
Hiltons were the greatest competitors of Elegante! 
The quiet those two sides were, the more unsettled he felt! 
His intuition told him that a storm was brewing! 
Morning, in the villa, Leon was busy refining his pills. He was just about to make some 
beauty pills and circulation pills to fill up the company’s inventory. 
Snow was in charge of helping him. 
At that moment, Leon’s phone suddenly rang. When he looked at it, it was Iris’ 
number. 

Chapter 1834 
“Hello Iris, did you need me for something?” Leon asked without any hesitation after 
answering the phone. 
“Leon, it’s really bad. Something happened at Elegante,” Iris’s frantic voice could be 
heard from the other side of the call. She sounded like she was in a panic. 
“What happened?’ Leon’s heart stopped. He had an incredibly uneasy feeling. 
“It’s like this. For some reason, part of the stock that we sold out had things like 
isobutyl paraben and acrylamide as well as other restricted chemicals inside. 
Currently, those products have caused allergies, skin issues, and other side effects to 
a lot of the customers. There are a few hundred people around the company right now 
causing a scene. On top of that, even the authorities are here. They’re going to close 
down the company,” Iris held back her anxiety as she briefly explained everything. 
“What?” 
Leon was shocked to hear that. After that, he hurriedly said, “Iris, try to manage the 
situation for now. I’ll go over right away!” 
After that, Leon hung up and immediately drove to Elegante with Snow. 



At the entrance of Elegante, there were over a hundred high-end cars parked in front 
of the company, completely blocking it off! 
There were hundreds of people in front of those cars. They were all incredibly frantic 
and wanted an explanation from Elegante! 
Elegante was a high-end cosmetics company. 
Most of the customers that used the company’s products were all in the upper 
brackets of income. There were also some from upper society! 
A lot of them that were there were all rich wives around thirty and forty years of age. 
They were all not ordinary folk. 
There were also a lot of bodyguards in suits around. They even brought many forms 
of media over! 
In total, there were at least three to four hundred people there. It looked like an 
incredibly shocking scene! 
Other than that, there were six men dressed in black suits in front of them. 
They were from the regulatory authorities and were in charge of managing the 
operations of things like cosmetics. 
Elegante’s cosmetics caused too many negative reactions. 
After preliminary inspections from the authorities, they determined that Elegante 
added restricted materials like isobutyl paraben and acrylamide into their cosmetics’ 
It was a gross violation of the rules! 
On top of that, the victims were mostly among the rich and powerful, so there was a 
huge problem! 
The evidence was solid as well, so they already decided to punish Elegante by 
shutting down operations for the group! 
Iris, Roanne, and some of the executives were trying to talk to the authorities to settle 
the matter! 
Otherwise, if Elegante ended up being shut down, its reputation would be destroyed. 
They would not be able to come back from it. 
Those in charge of the company might even end up being punished by the law, being 
sent to prison! 
“Miss Young, please hand over the relevant business documents of your company. 
We will be reckoning your company’s commercial license and shutting you down! After 
three days, we will announce the punishments! Then, you will have to accommodate 
our investigations. If your company has shown to have violated any serious laws, we 
will be pursuing this by the law!” The leader, Leslie, said sternly 

Chapter 1835  

“Mister Leslie, I’ve 
already explained it to you so many times. Elegante has never added any restricted mat
erials to our products! Please give us a few days. We will look into these things in detail,
” Iris pleaded sincerely. 

She listened to Leon and was trying to drag things as long as possible. She was stalling
 until Leon could arrive. 



“Impossible! The consumers‘ rights department has tested many of the cosmetics provid
ed by the victims, and we found that there are large amounts of isobutyl paraben and ac
rylamide in them! These are the figures!” As he said that, Leslie waved the report in fron
t of Iris. 

“We have the evidence! I need Elegante to immediately go along with our investigation! 
If you keep on trying to 
drag things and obstruct us from carrying out our duties, then don’t fault us for what will 
happen next!” Leslie said unhappily, clearly already losing his patience. 

After that, he waved and planned on forcing themselves into the company. 

“That-” 

Iris‘ heart sank at the sight. 

With all the evidence they had, Iris had no way of fighting back! 

Furthermore, the consumers‘ rights department represented the country. On top of that, 
there were so much media present. If she tried to obstruct them, it would only make mat
ters worse. 

It would only be bad for Leon and Elegante! 

With that in mind, she started to feel a bit hopeless. She did not know what to do. 

At that moment, the screeching of a car’s brakes could be heard. 

A black car quickly drove over and stopped behind the crowd. 

Right after that, the door opened. Leon and Snow both walked out and squeezed past t
he crowd, quickly heading toward Iris and the others. 

“Iris, Leon is here! This is great!” Roanne was happy when she saw Leon. 

It was not just her, but Iris as well. She seemed to have regained her confidence as she
 smiled and let out a sigh of relief. 

After that, she, Roanne, and the others hurried over. 

“Iris, what happened?” Leon hurriedly asked when he got there. 

“It’s like this, the consumers‘ rights department is 
asking for our commercial license and is planning on stopping operations,” Iris briefly ex
plained the situation. 



“It’s that bad?!” Leon frowned, realizing that the situation 
was much worse than he thought. 

After that, he walked over to Leslie and the others and introduced himself, “Mister Lesli
e, right? Hello, I’m the chairman of Elegante Group, Leon Wolf.” 

“Mister Wolf, you came at the perfect time! Your company has added large amounts of i
sobutyl paraben and acrylamide to your cosmetics. You’ve violated the law very badly! 
This is a report on the numbers! Elegante Group is to hand over all company document
s. The consumers‘ rights department will be sealing the company off and stopping your 
operations!” Leslie waved the report in front of Leon, voicing out the punishment again. 

As for pursuing Leon’s responsibility 
in accordance with the law, their department would have to look into it more before hand
ing the matter to the police! 

Chapter 1836  

“Mister Leslie, it’s just a report. It doesn’t mean anything! After Elegante’s cosmetics are
 distributed, it goes through distributors, cosmetics stores, and other hands! Even if ther
e are some problems with our 

cosmetics, you can’t prove that it’s our doing!” Leon said calmly. 

He knew very well that Elegante always did things lawfully. Furthermore, he developed 
cosmetics products. There was no way any restricted materials were inside! 

However, with what was happening, there was no way he could tell where the problem 
was from! 

However. After how Joel tried to forcibly take over Elegante, coupled with the fact that th
e Hiltons Group was the largest competitor for Elegente, he guessed that Joel was very 
possibly related to this! 

In the end, even though Iris was very skilled in business, she was still quite inexperienc
ed when it came to dealing with people. 

With how the authorities seemed to have ‘iron–clad‘ evidence, Iris started to panic! 

However, Leon was different. When he was dealing with the Southern King and the Fiel
ds, he saw so many petty schemes and tricks! 

Even though the authorities had such evidence, he would never admit to it! 

“That-” 



Leslie was stunned, finding that he was not able to answer. 

He could not believe that Leon was still denying things even with all the evidence! 

It greatly exceeded his expectations and caught him completely off guard! 

“What a load of nonsense!” 

“Brat, we bought and used Elegante’s products!” 

“Now, those 
products have caused so many negative effects on us. Who else would take responsibili
ty for it but you?!” 

The customers were furious when they heard all of that. 

Thankfully, most of them were all part of upper society. They knew their place, and woul
d not start cursing like old ladies at the marketplace. 

Otherwise, they would have immediately cursed at Leon for pushing 
the responsibility away! 

“Everyone, please listen to me! I can understand how you feel! However, just think abou
t it. Elegante has recently been selling hundreds of thousands of products! If our cosmet
ics have any restricted materials in them, it would not only be noticed now!” Leon said c
almly. His tone was clear, and he added some true energy to his voice to spread it loud
er. 

“That-” 

Everyone suddenly found themselves speechless, finding that Leon made sense. 

Since Elegante’s products were so popular, many of their close friends bought and used
 Elegante’s products. 

However, other than them experiencing the side effects, everyone else seemed to be fin
e. They even praised Elegante’s products for being much better 
than many international brands! 

They wondered why it was the case, but after hearing what Leon said, they quickly unde
rstood that it could be just a problem with a certain batch of Elegante’s products! 

On top of that, Elegante’s products went through several hands before it was sold. The 
blame might not lie solely on the company! 

Chapter 1837  



“Of course, Elegante is still the manufacturer! Since there is a sudden addition of restrict
ed materials added to one of the batches of products, we are definitely responsible in so
me manner! How about this? I will promise everyone that Elegante Group will compens
ate for everyone’s losses with ten times the price!” 

When he said that, Leon paused for a moment. 

“As for the problems with the cosmetics, I’m suspecting that someone is sabotaging Ele
gante and trying to harm our company! Basically, please give us a few days to look into 
this. We’ll investigate the matter! After that, we’ll give a satisfactory answer to everyone!
” Leon took the chance to say in a sincere tone. 

“Oh, this Mister Wolf seems like a decent man!” 

“He’s got some sense of responsibility!” 

The customers all looked at each other, and quite a few of them started to sway. 

Quite a few of them were only in the middle–
income bracket. The fact that Leon was willing to compensate their losses at ten times t
he value was no small sum!  

Of course, there were quite a few of the rich there as well. Those did not care about Leo
n’s compensation at all! 

However, Leon was acting very sincerely and did not continue pushing the responsibility
 away. Instead, offered compensation and a very reasonable solution! 

Suddenly, they felt their anger greatly reducing. 

“Not good!” 

Seeing that, the faces of a few of those that were presently darkened. They started to p
anic. 

he 

The fact that Elegante’s products suddenly had problems was a scheme Joel instructed 
Gordon to carry out! 

To ensure that everything went without a hitch, Joel deliberately planted a few people wi
thin the crowd to make sure everything went according to plan! 

It was going quite smoothly, and the authorities decided to seal Elegante up. 



Yet, Leon managed to placate the crowd with just a few words. It caused a problem in th
eir plans. 

There was no way they would be willing to let that happen! 

“Everyone, don’t listen to him trying to weasel his way out of it!” 

“Elegante added restricted materials into their products for the sake of profits. This is so
mething we all 

know!” 

“It’s possible that others did not have any negative reaction just because their skin and 
constitution are different. Maybe they just haven’t caught it yet!” 

“In the end, I have so much swelling on my skin and face after using Elegante’s product
s, it almost. disfigured me! Elegante has to make it up to me!” 

A long–faced man loudly shouted. 

As he said that, he pointed at his face and showed everyone. 

Some spots were bruised, while other spots were red and swollen. It was quite a 
shocking sight! 

“This guy is right! There’s a serious problem with Elegante’s products. We may be just a
ffected right now because we’re a bit more sensitive. The situation might get worse in th
e future!” 

“An evil company like this needs to be exposed. They need to receive the appropriate p
unishment so no one else is harmed!” 

The others looked at each other and supported that statement, fueling everyone’s anger
. 

“Yes, that’s right!” 

“It doesn’t matter if it’s just a certain batch of cosmetics or where the problem came fro
m, their company is still responsible!” 

“Us victims have to hold them accountable. We can’t just listen to whatever they say an
d go along with their evil ways!” 

The other customers started to shout with renewed vigor. 



After that, everyone started to shout at Leon and Elegante, hoping that the company wo
uld be punished by 

the law! 

Chapter 1838  

“Interesting!” 

Leon narrowed his eyes as he looked at the man who stepped forward to stir up the cro
wd initially. He had a sharp gluten in his eyes. 

Elegante had various products under their name. It was not just female cosmetics, but t
here were some skin products for men as well. 

He did not suspect anything when he saw the man having all those 
symptoms on his face! 

However, he just calmed everyone down when the man immediately tried to stir up the c
rowd again, causing all his efforts to go to waste! 

There was no way he would not think that something was suspicious about the man. 

He would be an idiot not to be! 

However, the crowd was already stirred up, and he did 
not have any evidence to do anything to the man! 

So, he decided against acting rashly. 

“Mister Leslie, the evidence is clear! Please help us victims and carry out the law. Seal 
up Elegante Group!” The man took the chance to say to the authorities. 

“Yes!” 

“Seal up Elegante for the sake of us victims!” 

Everyone shouted in agreement. 

On top of that, the various media outlets were aiming their cameras at Leslie and the ot
hers, putting a lot of pressure on them!” 

“Mister Wolf, the evidence is clear! I’ll emphasize it again, please immediately hand over
 all company documents! If you keep trying to stop us, then don’t blame us for what hap
pens next!” Leslie warned coldly. 



“Mister Leslie, where’s the evidence? I already told you just now, we’re being sabotaged
! The report in your hand might be 
real, but it’s just from the products that you received. You never tested any products fro
m within our company! If you just try to seal off our company with one single report, wou
ld that not be too reckless?!” Leon said calmly. 

“That “Leslie was rendered speechless by Leon. 

He knew that Leon was right. All of their products came 
from the victims, and not from the company itself. 

From the point Elegante’s products left the company until they reached 
the customers, they would pass several hands! 

It would not be hard for anyone to do something to the products in the process if they w
anted to go against Elegante! 

In the end, the report in his hand was not entirely accurate. So, it was not very appropria
te for him to seal the 

company just because of that! 

“Mister Wolf, since you keep saying your company is the 
victim, then I’ll give you one chance! Bring us 

inside right now. Let us test your products on the spot! If we can’t find any restricted mat
erials inside, we will absolve you of any blame! On the other hand, if any restricted mate
rials are found, we will pursue legal action!” Leslie said seriously. 

“Yes, that’s fine,” Leon quickly answered after thinking about it. 

He had nothing to feel guilty about. There was naturally no reason to fear being checke
d on! 

Since Leslie was giving him a chance, it suited him perfectly! 

Chapter 1839  

“Alright, did everyone hear 
that?! Mister Wolf has already agreed to let us test their cosmetics on 
the spot! Everyone can watch it as well. That way, the truth will be revealed!” Leslie loud
ly told everyone. 

“Yes, that’s a good idea!” 



“If there is a problem with Elegante’s cosmetics, then a test would immediately reveal 
everything!” 

Everyone agreed with Leslie’s suggestions when they heard that. 

“No! That will not be allowed!” Iris was shocked to hear that. She immediately objected t
o it. 

“No? Why not?” Leslie looked at Iris in confusion. 

It was not just him, even Leon and all the customers looked at her in confusion as well. 

“Mister Leslie, our company’s production of cosmetics is a business secret! If you bring 
so many 
people inside, it might expose our secrets and cause huge losses to the company! You 
and the rest from the consumers‘ rights department can enter, but the media and the ot
hers can’t!” Iris said seriously. 

They were already in danger thanks to the restricted products in cosmetics. 

To 

prove their innocence, even if she was not very willing, she was forced to let the consu
mers‘ rights department inside to test their products! 

Of course, the department represented the country, so they had a certain degree of trus
tworthiness. She was not worried that they would expose Elegante’s business secrets w
ould be leaked by them! 

However, the others, especially the media, would end up exposing their company secret
s to the public if they were allowed to join in as spectators! 

The results would be disastrous! 

“That” Leslie was shocked, finally realizing that his suggestion was not the best. 

“Everyone, since this concerns the business secrets of Elegante, then let us go in alone!
 Everyone, you can wait outside! Once we have the results, I’ll immediately show the re
port to everyone!” Leslie said after some thought. 

“No! The media has a right to observe for the sake of the public! Going against evil deed
s and reporting them is the duty of the media! We have to follow you inside to reveal the
 truth to the public!” At that moment, a male reporter with a ponytail jumped up to shout. 

“What? Are you trying to accuse us of releasing false results?” Leslie’s expression dark
ened as he said. unhappily. 



This matter was related to the company secrets of Elegante. Elegante already allowed t
he consumers‘ rights. department to enter and perform their tests but did not want to bri
ng in anyone else. 

That was a reasonable request! 

Yet, that male reporter was trying to force his way into Elegante in the name of the publi
c! 

It did not just threaten Elegante’s business, it was also throwing suspicion to the trustwo
rthiness of the 

consumers‘ rights department. He was hinting that they might fabricate the results! 

There was no way Leslie would be happy about that! 

Chapter 1840 

“Mister Leslie, I’m not trying to cast doubt on your department! I’m just worried that you 
will be too short- handed to completely look into the place! Then, if Elegante deliberately
 tries to falsify anything, it will be very easy for them to trick you! We’ll only be able to st
op Elegante from falsifying everything if we all enter together and witness everything wit
h you!” That reporter said. 

“Yes, that’s right! If Elegante wants to prove their innocence, then let us all enter to obse
rve! If they’re not willing to let us in, they must be feeling guilty about something!” The lo
ng–face man agreed. 

“That’s right! We’re the victims. We have the right to 
know the situation. We have to enter to find out the truth!” 

Everyone started to agree with the two of them. 

“All of you.” 

Leslie’s expression darkened. 

He knew that the media and customers were making a very unreasonable request. 

However, the media had the responsibility to observe the public interest, and the custo
mers were all victims. It was normal for them to want to witness everything! 

In the end, the media and customers were already on the high ground. 

He was helpless against all the pressure. 



“Mister Wolf, since 
everyone is requesting to enter, could you allow it? Don’t worry, we’ll only allow the med
ia to record and broadcast everything while we’re doing our testing! However, we’ll prohi
bit them from recording anything to do with company secrets!” Leslie asked Leon. 

“Alright then,” Leon thought about it and agreed in the end. 

“What? Leon, how could you?!” 

Iris was shocked to hear Leon agree. 

She was about to say more when Leon stopped her. 

“Iris, it’s fine. I know what I’m doing!” Leon said with a consoling smile. 

He was the one who personally developed the cosmetics in Elegatne. He knew better th
an anyone else that the core of the cosmetics was spirit dew! 

Spirit dew was something special he made from gathering spiritual energy! 

Other than him, no one else knew about the core secret of the cosmetics, and there was
 no way they would be able to get spirit dew! 

Even if he agreed to let everyone enter, there was no way they would be able to discove
r or leak Elegante’s most important secret! 

He had nothing to worry about! 

Furthermore, Elegante was in a very dangerous situation at that moment! 

On top of that, the various media that were broadcasting at that moment carried quite a l
ot of influence. 

If he did not deal with the matter properly and proved the innocence of Elegante, it was 
very possible that Elegante would face complete failure and be destroyed! 

In the end, he had no other choice!  

“Mason, you can back down. Let them all in!” Leon waved and motioned for Mason and 
the guards to give 

way. 

After that, Leslie and the others from his department entered the company first. 

The media and customers followed them closely. 



Taking the chance, Leon walked over to Mason and the others. 

“Mason, make sure you keep an eye on the long–
faced man. Keep an eye on the reporter with a ponytail as well! Wait for my signal later!”
 Leon ordered in a low voice, already seeing that there was something wrong 

with those two. 

“Yes,” Mason and the others agreed. 

After that, they followed Leon into the company. 

Chapter 1841 

In a luxurious private club in the Southern Region, Joel already arranged for everything t
he moment. Elegante started to be in danger. 

After that, he, Seth, and Gordon gathered there, preparing to enjoy the fruits of their lab
or! 

They were at the best club in the Southern Region, there 
was everything they needed there! 

As long as Elegante was destroyed or shut down, they would be able to properly enjoy t
hemselves there! 

So, the three of them already got their celebrations ready! 

“I wonder how things are going over there?! If there are no surprises, the company has 
probably already been sealed off!” Joel laughed happily. 

Before he came over, 
those from the consumers‘ rights department were already prepared to seal off Elegante
. That was something he already knew about. 

Almost half an hour already went by, so he felt like Elegante was probably already done
 for! 

There did not seem to be any other possibilities! 

“That’s right! That dog Leon broke my leg last time! We won’t just destroy 
Elegante this time, we’ll have to use our connections to make sure he’s punished by the
 law. We’ll have him stay in prison for a few years! Otherwise, I won’t be satisfied!” Seth 
said darkly. 



Any time Leon was mentioned, he would have a fierce look on his face. He already hate
d Leon to the bone! 

“Yes, don’t worry! This is just the start. I’ll make sure to kill him off after this!” Joel laugh
ed coldly. He also hated Leon deeply! 

“That-” 

“Mister Golan, Mister Hiltons, the two of you might be a bit too happy right now. Things 
aren’t as simple as we thought,” Gordon suddenly spoke up at that moment. He had a s
our look on his face. 

“What happened? Gordon, what do you mean by that?” 
Joel and Seth were both startled. 

“Look at the screen behind you. It’s broadcasting Elegante’s news right now! Leon’s alr
eady there, and he managed to placate everything,” Gordon pointed behind Seth and J
oel. 

“What?” The two of them were shocked as they hurriedly turned around. 

There was a large screen at the back of the room, and the scene in front of Elegante wa
s being broadcasted! 

The volume was low, so the two of them did not notice it. 

Yet at that moment, they saw that Leon managed to placate the crowd easily the mome
nt he arrived. 

A sliver of hope materialized for Elegante! 

“Wretched brat! What are those customers doing? How could they be satisfied with just 
a few words from Leon?! Are they all idiots?!” Joel was furious at the sight. He slammed
 his hand on the table and stood up. 

He thought that all the evidence would have been enough to make sure the consumers‘ 
rights department 

sealed off Elegante by force! 

Yet, the cruel truth was like a slap to his face. 

Leon did not panic, and even managed to control the crowd! 

It was obvious how furious he was! 



Chapter 1842 

“Despicable! Joel, what do we do now?” Seth’s expression was very dark. 

Just like Joel, he never expected that Leon would be able to turn the situation around ev
en despite all the evidence against him! 

It caught the two of them completely off guard! 

“It’s fine! This is just a temporary setback! I’ve already set everything up properly. It won
’t be that easy for Leon to control the situation!” Joel said after a deep breath, quickly cal
ming down. 

The next moment, as if to agree with him, the long–
faced man and the ponytailed reporter jumped up to speak. 

With the two of them working together, Leon and Elegante were quickly on the back foot
 again. 

In the end, for the sake of clearing his name, Leon was forced to allow everyone in the c
ompany to view the 

test. 

“This is great! Joel, you had the perfect plan this time! You are skilled!” Seth could not h
elp but laugh when Leon gave in. All of his earlier depression was immediately gone! 

“Of course! He’s just a country bumpkin from a place like Springfield City, he’s still too y
oung to go against me!” Joel said arrogantly. He was filled with disdain and contempt for
 Leon. 

“That-” 

“Mister Hiltons, please forgive me, but I merely pulled some strings in the distribution lin
e. The products inside the company should all be safe! If the consumers‘ rights departm
ent notices there are no restricted materials inside, it 
will be very bad for us!” Gordon said with a frown. 

He knew very well that the cosmetics within Elegante were not messed with at all. If the 
consumers‘ rights department did their tests, Elegante’s innocence would be proven. 

It would not be good for him or Joel! 

So, he could not understand why Joel was not worried at all! 



“Don’t worry, I’ve already made adequate arrangements for this! Elegante will definitely f
all today!” Joel said confidently. 

“So that’s it!” Gordon realized something. He guessed that Joel must have more tricks u
p his sleeve, so Gordon relaxed. 

“You just have to watch what happens later! Once Elegante is screwed, we’ll have to cel
ebrate properly! Make sure we all get drunk tonight!” Joel laughed loudly as if everything
 was already in his control! 

He was not the only one. Both Seth and Gordon could feel how confident Joel was, and 
they started to laugh as well. They were already certain that Leon and Elegante Group 
would not be able to get out of this unless a miracle happened! 

On the side of Elegante, Leslie, the journalists, and everyone else 
were led into Elegante by Leon. They were brought to the production line. 

Since there were many business secrets within, Leslie gave a stern warning against rec
ording anything. 

The media knew their place, and all of them agreed. 

After that, Leon brought Leslie and the others around to closely 
observe the production from the first line onwards. 

The media and all the customers witnessed everything as well. 

After over an hour, they observed all of the production processes. Leslie and the others 
did not see any restricted materials anywhere! 

Chapter 1843  

“Mister Leslie, have all of you seen it? The products in the company are all made under 
strict guidelines. We did not add any restricted materials,” Leon said calmly. 

“Yes, after our preliminary checks earlier, it does seem that way!” Leslie nodded serious
ly. 

Even though they did not see any restricted materials being added in earlier, that was ju
st a preliminary check and observation. It did not completely prove that Elegante’s prod
ucts were safe! 

In the end, they needed to test out some of the products, using their machines to see if t
here were any problems with Elegante! 



Of course, if the products did not contain any isobutyl paraben and acrylamide, then it w
ould prove that Elegante’s name was clear! 

“Alright, all of our products are kept in the product area and our warehouses. You can c
heck any of them!” Leon said, leading Leslie and the others to the back. 

There were several clean and tidy shelves there, and 
many cosmetics were neatly placed on them. All of them. were products that were just p
roduced and packaged. 

They would then be sent to the warehouses for storage and distribution. 

“Bring out the measurement tools! Prepare to test them!” Leslie ordered his men. 

After that, the men from the consumers‘ rights department took 
out their tools and walked out. 

The consumers‘ rights department was 
focused on consumer products, and their particular department was focused on cosmeti
cs. So, they were all specialists. 

Before coming to Elegante, they brought all their testing tools along. 

It happened to prove useful! 

Those tools could not only test if there were any restricted materials within the products,
 but it was also able to see if the products met certain standards! 

“Mason, go take out a few different products for them to test!” Leon ordered Mason and 
the guards. 

“Yes.” 

They acknowledged it and prepared to take out the products. 

“Hold it!” 

At that moment, the reporter from earlier suddenly jumped out. 

“Do you need something?” 

Leon, Leslie, and the others looked at him in confusion. 

“Mister Leslie, there are so many cosmetics everywhere. Only certain batches or certain
 products may be problematic! They’re just trying to take advantage of the fact that not e



very product is problematic right now! If you let them pick out the cosmetics by themselv
es, they’ll pick out the best ones to be tested. It’s not fair!” The reporter said. 

“That-” 

Leslie and the others felt like the reporter was right. 

“Then what do you want?” Leon was getting furious at the reporter’s snide comments. 

“It’s simple! We can pick out a few customers and allow them to choose different produc
ts to be tested! 

Then, your company won’t be able to falsify anything!” The reporter suggested. 

Chapter 1844 

“Yes, that’s fine,” Leslie thought about it for a moment. 

To prevent Elegante from pulling any tricks, he decided to agree with the reporter’s sug
gestion. 

After that, he looked at Leon and said, “Mister Wolf, I want to pick out a few customers t
o help with testing your products. Would you object to that?” 

“It’s 
fine, I don’t mind,” Leon said calmnly. However, he started to be on alert against the rep
orter. That man was problematic! 

After that, Leslie picked out over ten customers. Among them was the reporter that gave
 the suggestion earlier. 

Right after that, all of them entered the area and started to pick out the cosmetics to be 
tested. 

Most of them just casually picked a few out and quickly walked out. 

The reporter was the same. 

He walked to where the brightening cream was and took one bottle out. Nothing seeme
d strange. 

However, the moment he turned around, while no one was noticing, he suddenly pulled 
out one bottle that looked the same from his sleeve. 

It was obvious that the bottle was given to him by Joel. It was also one of the bottles tha
t Gordon tampered with! 



He sneakily changed the product, and put the bottle from Elegante back into his pocket, 
while the problematic bottle stayed in his hand. 

After the change, he left the area and walked right over. 

On the other side, Leon already asked Mason and the others to pay attention to the long
–faced man and the ponytailed reporter. 

However, the reporter was still paparazzi in the end. He was incredibly aware and alert. 
When he changed the bottles, Mason and the others had their vision obstructed! 

No one noticed what he did! 

Yet, he was able to avoid Mason and the others, but he failed to fool Leon’s eyes! 

Leon already noticed something wrong with the reporter. He was already secretly on ale
rt against the 

reporter. 

Even though the reporter was very careful, Leon quickly noticed what happened with hi
s tremendous. 

observational skills! 

He swapped the products! 

Leon’s eyes chilled, immediately guessing what the ponytailed reporter’s plan was. 

The next moment, he was prepared to rush forward to catch the reporter and expose his
 tricks to everyone. However, he quickly thought of something, and he stopped on the s
pot! 

After all, the bottle that the ponytailed reporter just changed out was from a product the
y already sent out. It  

looked the same. 

Other than him, no one noticed what the reporter did. 

If he exposed the matter on the spot, then there was nothing he could do if the reporter r
efused to admit it! 

Just as Leon was thinking about it, the reporter and the other 
customers already walked out after they picked 



the cosmetics. 

After that, they placed all their products on Leslie’s and the others‘ tables. 

“Mister Leslie, we’ve already picked out the cosmetics!” 

“You can start your testing now!” 

Chapter 1845 

As the reporter said, he deliberately placed his bottle at the front, making sure that the c
onsumers‘ rights department would test it first! 

“Alright, let the testing commence!” Leslie said with a nod. 

“Wait!” 

At that moment, Leon quickly walked over. 

“Mister Wolf, what is it? Do you need something?” Leslie looked at Leon with some conf
usion. 

Leon did not answer him. He walked over to the ponytailed reporter with a smile, patting
 him on the shoulder, “Friend, I know a bit about astrology! I think the signs around you 
are very dark. You might 
end up suffering a disaster today! I think you should be very careful. Make sure you don’
t get into any accidents on the way back!” 

“What?” The reporter was stunned to hear that. He was completely caught off guard by 
Leon’s strange words! 

Of course, it was not just 
him. Everyone else was stunned as well. They could not understand how a rich and imp
ressive chairman like Leon would suddenly become an astrologist out of nowhere! 

“Mister Wolf, I won’t hide it from you, but I’m versed in astrology as well! I think the signs
 around you are very dark, and you might fall into disaster soon! You should try to pray t
o any god you know of as soon as you can!” The reporter laughed after he snapped bac
k to reality. 

He was quite sure of what he said! 

Even though he did not know anything about fortune telling, he already did something to
 the bottle just now! 



In a moment, the men from the consumers‘ rights department realized something was w
rong, Leon and Elegante would be done for!  

Leon was definitely in for disaster! 

“What a pity! I was just trying to tell you out of the kindness of my heart. It’s fine since yo
u don’t believe me, 

” 

Leon shook his head and sighed. 

“Mister Wolf, we’re preparing to test the products right now! Please don’t joke around if i
t’s nothing important, alright?” Leslie said unhappily. 

It was obvious that everyone, from Leslie to the reporter, thought that Leon was just joki
ng, and did not take it to heart! 

“Alright, I understand! Continue with your testing!” Leon smiled calmly before he took a 
step back. 

“Prepare to test!” Leslie waved his hand, motioning for his men to start with all the testin
g. 

Other than that, he already agreed to let the media film the testing process! 

Right after that, the cameras were all turned to Leslie and the consumers‘ rights depart
ment. It was being broadcast live to various media platforms, and the reach was immen
se! 

Under everyone’s eyes, Leslie picked up the bottle in the front, opened it, and poured it i
nto the testing instrument. 

“Yes! Elegante is done for now!” The reporter had a big smile on his face when he saw t
hat. His smile almost split his head open! 

He knew that the bottle was problematic! 

As long as the testing instruments 
found restricted materials inside, Elegante’s reputation would be destroyed! 

There were no other possibilities! 

However, before he could even finish his thoughts, something that shocked him to the c
ore happened! 



Chapter 1846 

With the testing from the instrument, the result was quickly out. 

“H–
how is this possible?!” Leslie’s eyes widened when he looked at the report. There was a
 look of disbelief 

on his face!  

“Mister Leslie, what was the result? Did Elegante not add restricted materials to its prod
ucts? I knew that there was something wrong with their company!” The reporter said wit
h a sly smile. He looked at Leon like Leon was a dead man!  

“Despicable!” 

“So Elegante was an evil company!” 

“We are victims of them!” 

Everyone was furious to hear that. They almost started to curse and shout. 

Before they could even finish, they were quickly stopped by Leslie! 

“Preposterous! When did I tell any of you that there are restricted materials in the produ
ct?!” Leslie glared at the reporter angrily. 

“No?” The reporter was stunned, not believing what he was hearing. 

Of course, it was not just him, all the customers stopped what they were saying as well!
  

“Mister Leslie, what is it?” 

“Is there a problem with Elegante’s products or not?” Everyone said with uncertainty. 

“I can tell everyone, there are no problems! Based on our testing, there are no restricted 
materials in this bottle at all. The various standards far exceed the requirements as well!
 Its effects are far better than other similar high–
end products or international brands,” Leslie announced. 

“What?” 

The moment he said that it was like a bomb that blew up in everyone’s faces! 

They finally understood why Leslie had a look of such disbelief! 



So it was not because the products from Elegante were problematic, they were just far t
oo good. It exceeded other brands severalfold! 

That was why Leslie lost his composure! 

“No, that’s impossible!” The reporter looked like he was struck by lightning. He was com
pletely stunned! 

He knew very well that the bottle was switched by him. There was isobutyl paraben an
d acrylamide inside! 

Yet, at that moment, he never dreamed that the testing results would be the complete o
pposite! 

Not only was there nothing wrong with the bottle, but the effects were also just so good i
t was absurd! 

Was that not unbelievable?! 

If he did not hear it himself, he would not have believed it! 

“Mister Leslie, are you sure you aren’t mistaken? There has to be some problems with t
he results benign so weird! Could you test it again?!” The reporter hurriedly said after h
e snapped out of his shock. 

“Yes! Mister Leslie, the numbers are just quite crazy. It might just be an accident!” 

“Why don’t you test it again?!” 

The customers all voiced their questions as well. It was really hard to believe that Elega
nte’s cosmetics were that amazing! 

Of course, it was not just them, even Leslie himself wondered if the report was wrong! 

Chapter 1847 

“Alright, then we will test it again!” Leslie said, motioning for his men to put the liquid into
 the testing instrument for testing. 

This time, they were even more careful and tested it in more detail. 

The reporter in particular stared at the testing instrument without blinking at all, worried 
about any ‘ accidents‘.  

Yet, whatever he was afraid of happened! 



The testing results were quickly out, and the numbers were the same! 

Once could be an accident, but twice made it certain. 

“Alright, we’ve already tested it again! I will announce that Elegante has no problems at 
all!” Leslie announced. 

“That-” 

Everyone was completely shocked when they heard Leslie announcing the results! 

“C–could the problems with Elegante’s products be sabotaged?” 

All of the customers suddenly realized something. 

If Elegante’s products were so effective and their goods had such good pricing, they ha
d to be a good–hearted company! 

There was no way a company like that would add any restricted products to profit from it
! 

It did not seem likely at all! 

The negative reactions they got from using the products must have been because a co
mpetitor was jealous of Elegante’s products, and tried to sabotage Elegante! 

With that in mind, their hearts started to sway. They started to trust Elegante more! 

“No! This can’t be real!” The reporter could not accept the truth at that moment. He imm
ediately jumped out 

and shouted. 

“Mister Leslie, your equipment must be broken or there must be some problem! I can as
sure you, Elegante’s product had isobutyl paraben 
and acrylamide added inside! There’s no way it has 
such good effects!” The reporter said in frustration. 

“What a load of nonsense! Our equipment is perfectly fine. We check on it every day. T
here’s no way there are any problems! I’m warning you, I don’t care where you are from,
 but get out if you’re trying to cause more trouble!” Leslie said unhappily. 

Earlier, it was only natural for the reporter to speak out after his first test! 

However, he already tested the product again upon the reporter’s request, but the report
er still refused to believe the results! 



The man was questioning their department! 

There was no way he would be happy with the reporter! 

“I’m not causing trouble, I’m speaking the truth! I switched out the bottle just now, there’
s no way there are no restricted materials,” The reporter blurted out in his panic. 

He quickly realized there was something wrong with what he said, and he swallowed ba
ck his words! 

However, it was already too late! 

Chapter 1848 

“Switch?” 

“What do you mean?” 

Leslie and the others exchanged looks of suspicion when they heard that. 

“I–it’s nothing!” 

The reporter’s heart stopped as he hurriedly put his hands up, preparing to retreat. 

However, there was no way Leon would let him do as he pleased! 

“Mason, get him!” Leon ordered. 

“Yes!” Mason heard the order and immediately captured the reporter with two guards. 

“Mister Wolf, what is the meaning of this? Why did you have your men capture me?!” Th
e reporter started to struggle, but he was not able to escape the guards. 

“What do you think? Don’t you know what you did?! Speak up? Are you going, to be ho
nest, or am 1 supposed to help you say everything?!” Leon sneered. 

“I–
I don’t understand what you’re saying!” The reporter said stubbornly. However, he was 
a bit worried inside. Could his actions have been seen by Leon? 

However, how was that possible?! 

He was incredibly careful when he switched the product out just now. Leon should not 
have noticed! 

On top of that, if Leon did notice, why did Lean not expose him on the spot? 



With that in mind, he quickly noticed that Leon must have just caught on to something d
ue to the slip of his tongue! 

Leon was probably just trying to scare him! 

So, the panic in his heart quickly went away! 

“You don’t know 
what’s good for you! I already gave you a chance. Since you’re not going to treasure it, t
hen don’t blame me!” Leon said coldly. 

“Mister Wolf, there’s no need to scare me! There are so many people here right now, bu
t you captured me for no reason. You’re violating my rights here! You have to give me a 
proper explanation!” The reporter said. snidely. His tone was very sharp as if he was the
 victim! 

“Yes!”  

“Mister Wolf, what are you doing?” 

“You can’t just capture someone for no reason!” 

Leslie and the others said in suspicion. They did not understand what was happening b
etween Leon and the reporter. They could not understand why Leon would have the rep
orter captured for no reason! 

It felt like an abuse of power! 

“Please, everyone listen to me! This reporter secretly switched out the brightening crea
m when he was picking out the products just now. He’s trying to sabotage our company,
” Leon explained the truth to 

everyone. 

“What?” 

After that, everyone was shocked, finally understanding why Leon captured the reporter! 

Of course, they were not the only ones who were shocked. The reporter was even more
 shocked! 

He thought that Leon was intentionally lying to him! 

However, he never expected Leon to notice what he did just now! 

He was the clown the whole time! 



“I see!” 

“No wonder this guy kept on trying to cause trouble just now. So he had ill intentions the
 whole time. He wanted to scheme against Elegante,” Everyone realized something. Th
ey then looked at the reporter in anger. 

They already noticed that Elegante was a good–
hearted company, and was probably being sabotaged! 

After finding out that the reporter had ill intentions, and that he constantly used them to 
cause Elegante trouble, they felt like they toyed around! 

It was just despicable! 

Suddenly, they were furious. They believed that Elegante was being targeted even mor
e! 

Chapter 1849  

“No! I didn’t switch any bottles out. I have no intention of harming your company either! 
Mister Wolf, d- 

don’t try to slander me!” 

Seeing that he invoked the anger of everyone, the reporter’s face reddened. He hurriedl
y tried to deny everything! 

“I guess you’re still stubborn in the face of death! Mason, take out what’s in his pocket a
nd show everyone!” Leon said coldly. 

“Yes!” Mason answered. He quickly took out a bottle of brightening cream from that rep
orter’s pocket. 

“So that’s it!” 

Seeing that, no one doubted it anymore! 

Earlier, they were somewhat biased against Elegante. If Leon just exposed the man’s sc
hemes on the spot, they might not have believed Leon! 

However, the reporter accidentally let it slip and admitted to switching products! 

On top of that, they had all the evidence for all to see! 

No matter how dumb they were, they would still be able to tell that Leon was telling the t
ruth! 



“Mister Wolf, that bottle was just something I bought from the mall before. I just happene
d to 
bring it along with me! You can’t prove that I switched out your company’s product,” The
 man remained stubborn and refused to admit the truth. He tried to struggle in the end! 

As long as he refused to admit it, Leon probably would not be able to do anything to him
! 

“Shameless!” 

“He’s just too shameless!” 

Looking at how the reporter still refused to admit to anything, even the customers were 
starting to get angry. They felt like cursing the reporter for being an absolutely shameles
s man! 

At that moment, some frantic footsteps were heard. A security guard ran right over. 

“Mister Wolf, the security footage you wanted here,” A security guard reported respectfu
lly. 

When Leon noticed that the reporter 
switched out the bottles, he immediately asked one of the guards to go get the surveilla
nce footage in secret. The footage happened to arrive at the right time! 

“Why don’t you broadcast this to everyone!” Leon said. 

“Yes.” 

The guard acknowledged the order and started to broadcast the footage through a scre
en in the area. 

In the footage, the reporter switched the bottle in an incredibly secretive and quick 
manner. However, after slowing down the footage a few times, all of his actions were ob
vious! 

It proved the truth! 

With such ironclad evidence, the reporter knew that he could no longer try and refute an
ything. 

He had an ashen look on his face as he fell to the ground. 

“Alright, the truth has been revealed! Do you have anything else to say?!” Leon looked 
at the reporter and 



sneered. 

“I–
I have nothing to say. However, I want to ask you something. I switched the bottles just 
now, so why was the test still fine?” The reporter asked unhappily. 

“It’s simple! When I tried to tell your fortune just now, I’d already switched back the bottl
e!” Leon said 

calmly. 

Earlier, he deliberately patted the reporter on the shoulder. Right at that moment, he ma
naged to switch the bottles again without anyone knowing! 

“So that’s it! Mister Wolf, your methods sure are amazing,” The reporter paled. He realiz
ed that he completely underestimated his opponent! 

“Mason, bring him away for now! When I’m free, I’ll deal with him!” Leon ordered. 

After that, Mason motioned for two guards to bring the man away. 

Chapter 1850  

In the private club, Joel, Seth and Gordon were all looking at the live broadcast. 

Looking at the broadcast, they were preparing to test the products. Joel could not help b
ut let out a carefree laugh. 

“Mister Hiltons, what is it? Why are you suddenly so happy?” Gordon asked curiously. 

It was not just him. Even Seth was looking at Joel in confusion. 

“Mister Bailey, you might not know this, but I already secretly arranged for someone to s
witch out 

Elegante’s brightening cream. The moment the consumers‘ rights department finds the r
estricted materials 

in the cream, Elegante is done for!” Joel laughed arrogantly as he explained the situatio
n. 

“So that’s it!” 

Gordon and Seth realized something. 

“How clever!” 



“This trick is just so wise!” 

“You’re amazing!” 

Seth and Gordon were both ecstatic. Both of them started to shower Joel with praise. 

Joel’s plan this time was perfect. He first forced Leon into a corner 
and forced him to accept the inspections from the consumers‘ rights department! 

After that, he managed to arrange for Elegante’s cosmetics to be sabotaged! 

The plan would lead one to the other, and it was practically perfect! 

No matter how lucky Leon was, neither of them believed that Leon would be able to co
me out from this unscathed unless a miracle happened! 

“Of course! Seth, go ask the one in charge of the celebration is ready. We should just g
o ahead and start!” Joel started to laugh out loud. 

The matter was already settled at this point. As long as the consumers‘ rights departme
nt’s results were out, Leon and Elegante would lose their reputation. They would be des
troyed! 

Suddenly, he felt his heart soar. He planned on properly celebrating his victory! 

However, before he could even finish his thoughts, something that shocked all of them h
appened! 

On the 
screen, Leslie announced that there were no restricted materials in the brightening crea
m. He even said that all of the attributes of the cosmetic had far exceeded the national s
tandards. It was several times better than some international brands! 

That result greatly exceeded their expectations. The three of them started to panic! 

“H–how is that possible?!” 

Looking at the screen, Joel, Seth, and Gordon 
were completely stunned. They could not believe their ears. 

Joel in particular already bought over the reporter to secretly switch out Elegante’s brigh
tening screen. 

Furthermore, the reporter already snuck in a sign to show that he succeeded! 

That was why Joel was sure that there would be a problem with the cream! 



Yet, at that moment, the results were out, and the cruel reality felt like a slap on his face
. 

He could not understand how something like that happened. 

“Joel, didn’t you already have someone switch out the product? How did this happen?” 
Seth asked in 

confusion. 

“I-” 

Joel’s expression was very sour. He did not know how to answer. 

It was at that moment that the reporter suddenly stepped forward and questioned the re
sults and the equipment. 

After that, he stirred up the crowd and asked the authorities to do the test again. 

Chapter 1851  

“Yes! Something must have 
gone wrong with the test. There must have been a problem with the testing. equipment!” 

Joel and the others‘ eyes brightened when they heard the reporter’s questioning. They h
ad renewed hope in their eyes. 

However, it did not last for that long. Before the three of them could even feel happy, the 
test results came out very quickly. It was the same as the first time! 

Not only that, the reporter was too careless and slipped up. He ended up being exposed
 by Leon! 

At that moment, the three of them finally realized that Leon already saw through the rep
orter’s tricks, He was merely playing along with them to obtain a complete victory in the 
end! 

At that moment, the hope that the three of them fought for was completely gone! 

“Despicable! Leon, you are my mortal enemy!” Joel was furious. He grabbed a glass on 
the table and smashed it on the ground. It shattered on impact. 

“Joel, Leon is just too cunning! Even with such a perfect plan, we couldn’t do anything to
 him. I think we underestimated him too much!” Seth’s expression was very dark. 



“So what?! No matter how cunning a fox is, it can’t outwit a hunter! It’s a very rare chanc
e today. I’ll make sure to destroy him and Elegante!” Joel said viciously. 

“What? Do you have other plans?” Seth was surprised. 

“Yes! To deal with him, I’ve already made many preparations! I refuse to believe he’ll be
 capable enough to catch everything! Just wait and see. We still don’t know who’ll emer
ge victorious in the end! The winner is the one who wins the final battle!” 
Joel sneered. There was a sharp glint in his eyes. 

This time, he worked together with Gordon to create a chance to destroy Elegante! 

To prevent any surprises, he made sure to make adequate preparations! 

Leon would not have such an easy time getting out of it! 

“Alright, that’s great!” Gordon and Seth were both excited to hear that. 

The two of them thought that Joel’s plans were already exhausted, and they failed! 

Yet, Joel still had other plans! They never expected that! 

Joel sure was one of the most excellent men of the generation. He was full of schemes 
and plots! 

At that moment, the two of them were ecstatic. They started to pray silently that Joel wo
uld be able to get rid of Leon and Elegante. They did not want any more surprises! 

Just as Joel was speaking, Elegante’s news quickly shook up the Southern Region! 

Many of the richer folk and the big spenders 
managed to see the live broadcast from various media 

platforms. 

Initially, there was a lot of negative feedback when people found out that Elegante could
 be adding in 

restricted materials! 

It caused Elegante’s public perception to completely drop! 

However, the situation was quickly turned around! 



With the test from the consumers‘ rights department, not only did Elegante’s products n
ot contain any restricted 
materials, but they were also better than many international brands! 

Suddenly, Elegante’s brand and name became much more prestigious! 

Right after that, news spread rapidly. Many people started to watch the live broadcast to
 see what would happen next. 

It caused Elegante’s position to soar in 
the eyes of the Southern Region and the business world! 

It was precisely because of that, that what happened next would affect Elegante’s future
 greatly! 

Chapter 1852  

However, with Elegante, the situation was immediately calm 
after Mason had the reporter taken away. 

“Mister Leslie, the brightening cream has already been tested! Please have your 
men continue to test the other products!” Leon said to Leslie. 

“There’s no need! If the brightening cream is so amazing, your other products should no
t be problematic! There shouldn’t be a reason to waste our time checking!” Leslie said w
ith a smile. 

After what happened with the report, Leslie and a lot of the customers realized that Eleg
ante was probably harmed by this! 

Since that was the case, there was no longer any reason for them to continue testing! 

“That’s right!” 

“Don’t test anymore! 

“We’re really to believe in Elegante!” 

Many of the customers started to agree. Their perception of Elegante changed drasticall
y. 

“No! You have to continue!” 

Right at that moment, the long–faced man shouted out. 

He was someone Joel planted there, and was a friend of the reporter! 



Even though the reporter failed, Joel’s goals were not accomplished! 

He could not give up just like that! 

“Mister Leslie, Elegante’s brightening cream might be amazing, but it doesn’t mean ther
e are no problems with the other products! Many of us have 
caught a bad reaction to the products. That’s something you can’t deny! In the end, we 
have many of us who ended up with negative reactions to Elegante’s cosmetics!” to prot
ect our rights as consumers, please continue to look into their products!” The long–
faced man said righteously. 

“Yes, that’s right!” 

There might be something wrong with Elegante’s other cosmetics!” 

“Please test all of them!” 

Amongst the crowd, a few of the long–faced man’s companions shouted out. 

“That-” 

Leslie frowned. He knew very well that Elegante’s products were probably 
all fine after what he saw. 

The long–faced man was trying to cause trouble by insisting they 
continue to investigate! 

However, the long–
faced man and the others were victims. Since they wanted to pursue the matter, they ha
d 

no reason to refuse! 

“Mister Leslie, go ahead and continue!” At that moment, LIris replied calmly. 

The cosmetics within Elegante were developed by him. He was very confident in his pro
ducts, and was not worried about any tests! 

Furthermore, so much media was broadcasting at that moment. It was the perfect mom
ent to bolster Elegante’s reputation! 

As long as there 
was nothing wrong with Elegante and the results were good, then they would see a grea
t surge in reputation within the company! 

That was something he wished for! 



“Yes, alright! Mister Wolf, we’ll begin our analysis!” Leslie said. After that, he motioned f
or a few of his men to start their equipment and analyze the other products from Elegant
e! 

“I wonder if Elegante’s other cosmetics are just as good.” 

Seeing that, everyone was very eager and full of anticipation. They wanted to know wha
t happened with other products from Elegante! 

If they were as good as the bottled brightening cream, then it would be amazing! 

It was just not very realistic!” 

Chapter 1853  

“How could that be so easy?!” 

The long–faced man sneered within the crowd. 

Even though all of them saw the effects of Elegante’s products, international brands had
 one or two–man products most of the time! There was no way 
all of the cosmetics were that great! 

If there were no mistakes, then the brightening cream was probably Elegante’s main pro
duct, and the other products were probably not as effective! 

As long as the products were not that effective, they would be able to act as ‘victims‘ ag
ainst Elegante! 

However, it was easy to dream about it, what happened was completely different! 

In just a flash, the results for Elegante’s other products were out! 

Leon developed a total of fifteen products back then! 

The results left no room for doubts. Other than the brightening cream, the fifteen other p
roducts were just as good. They far exceeded any national standards, and they were m
uch superior to any international brand! 

“I will announce it right now! After the consumers‘ rights department checked into it, Ele
gante’s products do not contain any restricted materials. They are incredibly effective as
 well,” Leslie announced sternly. Through the broadcast, he explained the related figure
s to the masses! 

With the report on the screen, everyone was shocked. Everyone present was sin an upr
oar! 



“Wow, Elegante’s other products are just as amazing!‘ 

“Isn’t this unbelievable!” 

“That’s right, not only are Elegante’s products incredibly amazing, they are so cheap as 
well. They are absolutely a good–hearted business!” 

“From now on, I’ve decided to only use Elegante’s products.” 

Everyone was incredibly excited as they spoke. All of them started to praise Elegante’s 
products, and the atmosphere at the venue soared! 

In contrast to how excited everyone else was, the long–
faced man was completely stunned. He could not 

believe his eyes! 

He thought that Elegante’s other products would not be that amazing! 

Yet, they never would have expected that the other products were just a amazing as the
 brightening cream.. There were practically no imperfections! 

It was a miracle! 

It was obvious how shocked all of them were! 

“Alright! All of the products have already been tested by the consumers‘ rights departme
nt. I guess everyone can start believing that 
Elegante is innocent now!” Leon said with a grateful smile. 

He knew very well that, thanks to all the media present, this would affect the Southern R
egion, and even the whole Sky County greatly! 

With how amazing the effects of the cosmetics tested by Elegante were, it did not only p
rove Elegante’s innocence, it even served to bolster their reputation! 

If there were no surprises, Elegante would quickly 
become a household name int he Southern Region! 

It would quickly grow into a large business in the Southern Region! 

He was incredibly happy about the fact! 

Chapter 1854  

“Yes, we believe in you!” 



“A company like Elegante has to be innocent!” 

The customers all answered. All of them started to believe that the problems with Elega
nte’s products had to 

have been caused by someone else! 

“Impossible! Elegante’s products being all so effective is just too absurd! There has to b
e some sort of problem with them!” At that moment, the long–
faced man spoke up again. 

“What a load of nonsense! The results are plain for all to see. Are you refusing to allow 
Elegante Group’s products to be good?” 

“What a joke!” 

“That’s right, could this guy be deliberately causing trouble?!” 

Before Leon could even speak, many of the other customers shot back at him. 

They even thought about how the long–
faced man constantly stood up to question Elegante before this. 

All of them started to wonder if the long–
faced man was just like the reporter, and came with ill intentions! 

Suddenly, everyone started to look at the man with snide expressions. 

“I’m just speaking the truth! Don’t forget, we’re all victims here! We started to 
have various skin problems after using Elegante’s products. That’s something undeniabl
e! They need to give us a satisfactory explanation today!” The long–faced man said. 

“That-” 

Everyone was shocked, finally remembering that they were victims. 

“Why are you so unreasonable?! Leon has said 
it very clearly earlier. Elegante was sabotaged! The products you used had the problem
s occur somewhere else. It was not our company’s doing!” Iris said unhappily. 

“I don’t care if Elegante was harmed by someone else or not! In the end, we still used y
our product and had a bad reaction. This is the responsibility of your company! It doesn’
t matter where the issue happened. It’s all your company’s problem. It has nothing to do
 with us, consumers!” The long–faced man insisted. 



“That’s right! The fact that something went wrong is just because Elegante did not 
keep a good enough watch on your products!” 

“The consumers are innocent. You have to give us an explanation today!” 

The long–faced man’s companions started to speak out. 

“I think they might be right!! 

Listening to all of them say that, some of the customers started to get stirred. They start
ed to discuss it, and felt like Elegante needed to take up some of the responsibility! 

“Everyone, calm down! Elegante is not trying to deny our responsibility! I already told all 
of you just now. Even though the problem did not come from our company, we’re still wil
ling to compensate you for your 

losses by ten times the amount!” Leon said seriously. 

He knew that the customers were all innocent victims. On top of that, Elegante were the
 manufacturer. They were still somewhat responsible in the end. 

Elegante was a righteous company. It felt natural to compensate everyone 
for their losses. 

“Yes, Mister Wolf is righteous!” 

“We’ll support you and Elegante!” 

Many of the customers cheered. 

Even the customers that were led along just now started to support Leon! 

After all, Elegante was a victim in the end, but Leon did not push the responsibility away
. He was even willing to compensate them so much! 

It was already quite noble! 

Whether it was Elegante’s miraculous products or Leon’s noble actions, all of them were
 thoroughly convinced! 

Chapter 1855  

“What’s the point of financial compensation? Will it take back what we’ve suffered throu
gh?” The long- faced man sneered and asked. 



“What do you want, then?” Leon was feeling frustrated at the long–
faced man’s insistence. 

In truth, he already saw that something was wrong with that man. 

However, the long–faced man was different from the reporter from before! 

Earlier, the reporter tried to change the bottles 
to harm Elegante. They had more than enough evidence, so there was no issue with hi
m having the reporter dragged away! 

However, the long–faced man was yet to do anything that 
crossed the line. In front of so many customers and the 
media, he could not just capture the man for no reason! 

He was forced to push down the anger in his heart and wait to see what the man would 
pull! 

“Lacey, come here!” The man did not answer Leon’s question. Instead, he motioned for 
a woman to come 

over. 

The woman was around thirty years of age, and she had a decent figure. However, she 
had two greenish- black scars on her face. It 
looked quite horrifying. It was like she w been disfigured! 

“Let me introduce everyone. This is my sister, Lacey! She was disfigured after using Ele
gante’s products! Everyone, why don’t you just take a look? Even if Elegante was going 
to pay us back a hundred times for our losses, it would be pointless, let alone ten times! 
Will it make up for my sister’s losses?!” The long–faced man said viciously. 

“What?” 

“Something like this happened?!” 

The moment that was said, everyone was shocked. 

Even though all of them had some negative reactions to Elegante’s products, most of th
em just had some swelling or skin issues. It was not a big deal! 

However, Lacey was been disfigured! 

It was far worse than them! 

If it was them, they would not let it go that easily as well! 



With that in mind, the long–
faced man and Lacey were quickly seen as the victims, and everyone started to sympat
hize with them and side with them! 

“Nonsense! Miss, if I’m not mistaken, the scars on your face must be burn marks! They 
were not caused by our cosmetics!” Leon sneered. 

With his medical skills, he quickly saw that the scars on Lacey’s face were burn marks! 

“I-” 

Lacey was shocked. 

Her scars were burn marks from years ago. She never expected Leon to see through it 
so easily! 

It caught her completely off guard. Suddenly, she did not know how to answer! 

“What?” 

“Burn marks?” 

Everyone looked quite uncertain when they heard that. 

After that, all of them started to look at the man and Lacey, not sure if what Leon said w
as true! 

“Everyone, don’t listen to him! My sister’s scars were caused by Elegante’s products. Th
ey aren’t burn marks at all!” 

The long–
faced man hurriedly denied it. After that, he pushed Lacey forward and shot her a look, “
Lacey, tell everyone if what I said is true!” 

“Yes, my scars were caused by Elegante’s cosmetics,” Lacey said with an uncertain glin
t in her eyes, not daring to meet Leon’s sharp gaze. 

Chapter 1856  

“Everyone, did you hear that?! Elegante’s products caused my sister to be disfigured. T
he company needs to take responsibility for that!” The long–
faced man said, immediately taking the high ground. 

“Yes, that’s true!” 

“If that was caused by Elegante’s products, then they really should be responsible!” 



Quite a few of the customers agreed. 

Even though they knew that Elegante was sabotaged by someone else, the consumer s
till ended up disfigured after using their product. Elegante needed to take responsibility f
or that! 

They could not just say they were unlucky! 

Furthermore, the long–
faced man already took the moral high ground. Everyone was sympathetic to the brothe
r and sister pair, and would naturally side with them! 

“How do you want Elegante to take responsibility?” Leon said with a frustrated smile. 

“It’s very simple! My sister’s looks were disfigured by Elegante. As long as your compan
y can help her regain her looks, we’ll let this matter rest! However, if you can’t do that, th
en you have to shut down operations! There should not be any more victims of your co
mpany!” The long–faced man said with a cold tone. 

“Very well!” Leon said in annoyance. 

He already knew that the long–faced man was probably sent there by Joel 
to cause trouble! 

However, the man was already at the moral high ground, and he got a lot of sympathy! 

On top of that, the media was broadcasting the matter live! 

He was already at an absolute advantage! 

Leon and Elegante were on the back foot, and could not do anything! 

“Mister Wolf, if you can’t do it, then shut down and get lost!” The long–
faced man sneered. He had arrogance to him! 

“Isn’t it just two scars? It’s nothing too difficult! Since I’m a doctor, I’ll just do an 
act of kindness today. I’ll cure the scar on her face!” Leon said coldly. 

He knew that this was probably one of Joel’s schemes! 

Joel wanted to use schemes and public pressure to overturn Elegante. There was no w
ay he would let Joel get what Joel wanted! 

Furthermore, with his medical skills, it was not hard for him to cure Lacey’s scars! 

Once he cured Lacey, he would see what else Joel and the long–faced man had! 



“Alright, you agreed to this yourself! Everyone here, as well as all the reporters, please 
be our witnesses! If Elegante can’t cure Lacey, then you have to shut down right 
now!” The long–faced man was ecstatic. He did not expect Leon to agree so easily. 

So, he hurriedly confirmed the matter, worried that Leon would regret it! 

Of course, he knew very well that Lacey’s scars were burn marks from years ago. They 
were so many hospitals to cure it, but none of them ever succeeded! 

It was no exaggeration to say that this was a perfect trap. Lacey’s scars were not curabl
e at all! 

Leone is just the chairman of a cosmetics company, not some specialist doctor! 

He did not think that Leon would have the ability to cure Lacey at all! It was impossible! 

Chapter 1857  

“Mister Wolf is a noble man!” 

“He has a firm sense of responsibility. No wonder he managed to be a chairman of a hig
h–end cosmetics company at such a young age. He is excellent!” 

“However, Elegante was just harmed by someone else, but the man is asking Elegante t
o shut its doors if it fails. Isn’t that just too much?!” 

“That’s right. I wonder how Mister Wolf plans on curing her. Is he going to get the best d
octors in the Southern Region?” 

“It might take a long time. It would bring Elegante huge losses!” 

All of the customers started to discuss the matter. 

Some of them felt like the long–
faced man was crossing the line, while some of them felt that Elegante needed to bear r
esponsibility! 

Of course, all of that was not important! 

The important thing was that, if Elegante sent the ‘victim‘ to the hospital for treatment, th
en the hospital would probably not be able to cure Lacey in at least a month or two! 

Then, Elegante’s reputation would continue to worsen during that period. In the 
end, their name and reputation would suffer great losses no matter if they managed to c
ure Lacey or not! 



In the end, unless Leon had 
some miracle pill to cure Lacey right away, the situation would be worse and worse for L
eon and Elegante if they took too long! 

Yet, before they could even finish their thoughts, Leon’s next actions shocked all of the
m! 

“Go bring a table over!” Leon ordered some of the guards. 

“Yes.” 

The guards quickly brought a table over. 

“Mister Wolf, didn’t you agree to treat my sister? What are you 
doing? Why aren’t you sending her to the hospital?” The long–
faced man said with uncertainty. He did not know what Leon was doing. 

“I will treat her myself! There’s no need for the hospital!” Leon said calmly. 

“What? You’re treating her yourself?” The long–
faced man was shocked. He could not believe his ears! 

Of course, it was not just him. The other customers were shocked as well! 

They thought that Leon was planning on sending Lacey to the hospital for treatment. 

Yet, no one expected that Leon was planning on treating Lacey himself! 

It far exceeded their expectations, and they were all completely caught off guard! 

“What? Is this because you know you can’t cure my sister’s face? You’re just going to gi
ve up like that?!” The long–faced man sneered. He had a tone of mockery. 

Even though he did not know that Leon knew medicine, he knew something else very w
ell. 

With Lacey’s condition, even the best doctors and hospitals in the Southern Region wou
ld not be able to cure Lacey’s scars! 

Let alone an insignificant man like Leon! 

Leon did not only refuse to send Lacey to the hospital but was 
saying he would treat Lacey himself. 

There was only one possibility! 



Leon guessed that Lacey’s condition was incurable and that delaying the matter would b
e bad for Elegante! 

So, Leon was just trying to frantically struggle at the last moment! 

There were no other possibilities! 

“It looks like Mister Wolf knows that he’s doomed, and he’s planning on accepting his fat
e!” 

The other customers were the same. All of them 
felt like Leon was planning on giving up because he ran out of ideas. 

 


